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Electronic thermal conductivity and thermoelectric figure of merit of n-type PbTeÕPb1ÀxEuxTe
quantum wells
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We have investigated the electronic thermal conductivity and thermoelectric figure of merit of~100! and
~111! oriented PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe quantum wells. Our theoretical formalism includes the nonparabolicity of the
carrier dispersion, band anisotropy, as well as carrier scattering on acoustic and optical phonons and presents
a substantial improvement over existing models. The kinetic equations are solved by iterations taking into
account multisubband transitions. The values of the electronic thermal conductivity and thermoelectric figure
of merit are examined in a wide range of the quantum well widths and carrier concentrations. It is found that
in ~111! oriented quantum wells the electronic thermal conductivity and Lorentz number are strongly enhanced
due to the lifting of the valley degeneracy. The effect of the confined carrier-phonon scattering on the value of
the thermoelectric figure of merit is analyzed in detail. The obtained results are in good agreement with
available experimental data for thin quantum wells and bulk material. The developed formalism can be used for
accurate simulation of the thermoelectric properties of low-dimensional structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The field of thermoelectrics has witnessed a strong
newal of interest about a decade ago with the proposal
improve the thermoelectric properties of some materials
preparing them in the form of quantum well~QW! two-
dimensional ~2D! multilayered structures1,2 or one-
dimensional~1D! quantum wire array structures.3 A signifi-
cant enhancement of the thermoelectric power factor
two-dimensional thermoelectric figure of meritZ2DT has
been predicted for QW’s due to the increased carrier den
of states per unit volume as compared to bu
thermoelectrics.1–3 In these papers the simplest models of t
quantum wells with an infinite barrier potential and const
relaxation time approximation for carrier transport have be
used. In the later papers4–6 the theoretical description o
quantum wells has been made more rigorous. Several t
of QW structures were considered in different temperat
intervals. The general conclusion was that theZT enhance-
ment in quantum wells is not as drastic as predicted by
original simple models. At the same time an alternative w
of achieving higherZT via the decrease of the in-plane ph
non thermal conductivity in low-dimensional structures su
as quantum wells or quantum wires has been proposed.7 It is
based on the idea of acoustic phonon spectrum modifica
in low-dimensional structures embedded to material of d
tinctively different elastic properties.7

More recently, attention turned to structures of even low
dimensionality such as quantum dot arrays.8,9 In quantum dot
arrays and superlattices the improvement of the thermoe
tric characteristics is expected to come from carrier miniba
formation and reduction of the phonon thermal conductiv
A decrease of thermal conductivity is possible due to
increased phonon-boundary scattering at the interfaces
well as, due to the change in the phonon dispersion. A c
trolled modification of phonon modes to achieve lower th
0163-1829/2004/69~3!/035306~7!/$22.50 69 0353
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mal conductivity or carrier-phonon scattering rate suppr
sion has been termed the phonon engineering.10

The first experimental investigation of PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe
quantum wells has shown11,12a significant increase of powe
factor andZT in individual conduction layers. These resul
have stimulated further theoretical13–17 and
experimental18–21 research. The quantitative treatment14 of
the thermoelectric power in thin QW’s has demonstrate
good agreement between theoretical and experimenta
sults. The power factor and figure of merit have been cal
lated in Refs. 13 and 15–17. However, quantitatively t
values obtained on the basis of the various proposed mo
show significant discrepancy. Therefore, a more rigorous
complete theoretical analysis of the thermoelectric proper
of QW’s becomes an important and timely problem.

In this paper we present a very detailed and compreh
sive investigation of the thermoelectric properties ofn-type
PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe QW’s. First, we consider the effect of en
ergy band nonparabolicity on the thermoelectric characte
tic. This is done on the basis of QW model,15 which allows to
take into account the anisotropy of effective masses, the m
tivalley character of the constituent bulk materials, the d
pendence of the effective masses on the quantum well he
and width, the presence or absence of the valley degene
the effect of carrier penetration into barriers, and the c
pling between longitudinal motion of electrons along t
well and transversal motion across the well. The quant
well material, PbTe, belongs to the narrow-gap semicond
tors, and, therefore, the effect of energy band nonparaboli
can be very important. Recently, it has been demonstra
that the nonparabolicity plays a significant role in determ
ing the value of the thermoelectric power.14 As second task,
we investigate the electronic thermal conductivity of qua
tum wells, which has not been done before. The electro
contribution is important and has to be included in consid
ation because the optimal QW parameters are achieved
©2004 The American Physical Society06-1
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higher carrier concentration than that in bulk materia
Moreover, the Lorentz number, as will be shown, increa
and the contribution of electrons to the total thermal cond
tivity can be very high. In addition, we take into account t
recent reevaluation of the Pb12xEuxTe band parameters22 and
barrier potential height.14 The electronic thermal conductiv
ity, Lorentz number, and thermoelectric figure of merit a
calculated for the in-plane QW transport as the functions
the quantum well width and carrier concentration. Our mo
includes the scattering on both acoustical and opt
phonons. It is general enough to allow for the carrier int
subband transitions to be taken into consideration. The
netic equations are solved by the iterative method. The
vestigation is focused on structures of~100! and ~111!
crystallographic orientation. The maximum expected va
of the thermoelectric figure of merit and the optimal stru
tural parameters required to achieve it are determined.
results are then compared with those obtained on the bas
other very distinct theoretical models and available exp
mental data.

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATION

Let us consider the carrier transport alo
PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe QW in the presence of a weak electr
field E and a temperature gradient“T, which are parallel to
each other. The electricalIe and thermalIq currents densities
are related with the field and temperature gradient as

Ie5ŝE2~sŜ!“T, Iq5T~sŜ!E2ĝ“T, ~1!

whereŝ,Ŝ,ĝ are the tensors of electrical conductivity, Se
beck coefficient, and electronic thermal conductivity, resp
tively. The later is determined at zero electric field. The us
thermal conductivity at zero electric currentk̂e is given by
k̂e5ĝ2T(sŜ)Ŝ. The current densities~1! can be calculated
using

Ie5
2e

V (
a,n

Va
n f a

n , Iq5
2

V (
a,n

~Ea
n2m!Va

n f a
n , ~2!

where f a
n is the nonequilibrium distribution function,Ea

n and
Va

n are the full energy and the velocity of an electron,a is the
set of quantum numbers of electronic states in then valley,m
is the chemical potential, ande is the electron charge. Th
currents are sums of currents from different valleysn, andŝ,
(sŜ), ĝ are the sums of corresponding contributions fro
each valley, too.

To describe the electronic states in the given valley,
have used the Hamiltonian23 that takes into account in th
simplest approximation the nonparabolicity of the carrier d
persion law,

H52
\2

2 (
i j

]

]xi
S 1

m~z,E! D
i j

]

]xj
1U~z!.

xi5~x,y,z!. ~3!

Herex,y are in-plane axes, andz is perpendicular to the wel
plane,U(z) is the confinement potential of the QW,U(z)
03530
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5U, whenuzu.d/2 andU(z)50, whenuzu,d/2, whereU is
the conduction-band offset between the well and the bar
material, andd is the QW width. The components of th
inverse effective masses tensormi j

21 receive their barrier val-
ues foruzu.d/2 and the well ones foruzu,d/2. In the local
coordinate system, connected with the main axes ofnth el-
lipsoid of constant energy, the tensormi j

21 is diagonal and its
components are given by23

mi ,'
W ~E!5mi ,'

W ~11E/Eg
W!,

mi ,'
B ~E!5mi ,'

B @11~E2U !/Eg
B#,

where mi
W,B are the longitudinal andm'

W,B the transversal
band-edge effective masses in the well and in the bar
respectively,E is the electron energy, which is determine
from the Schro¨dinger equation with the Hamiltonian~3!,
Eg

W,B are the band gaps of the well and of the barrier ma
rials. Solving the Schro¨dinger equation in all three regions o
the structure and using the Bastard24 boundary conditions a
interfaces, one can obtain

p~E,k!5ap22 arcsin@r ~E,k!#,

p~E,k!5H 2mz
W~E!d2

\2 @E2«W~k!#J 1/2

,

r ~E,k!5H E2«W~k!

mz
W~E!

mz
B~E!

@U1«B~k!2E#1E2«W~k!J 1/2

.

~4!

Here mz
W,Z(E) are thez components25 of electron effective

masses in the well and in the barrier,«W,B(k) has the struc-
ture of electron kinetic energy, calculated with the mass
which depend onE, k is the 2D electron wave vector,k
5(kx ,ky). The solution of Eq.~4! gives the electron disper
sion law in theath subband:Eka5Ea1Ek,a , whereEa is
the energy of dimensional quantization,Ek,a is the kinetic
energy in theath subband. Equation~4! was solved numeri-
cally. The following material parameters22,26 are used in
simulations: mi

W50.35m0 , m'
W50.034m0 , Eg

W5321 meV
for PbTe andmi

B50.495m0 , m'
B50.049m0 , Eg

B5635 meV
for barrier material with x50.09 (U5173 meV) at T
5300 K. We consider QW’s with~100! and ~111! orienta-
tion. In the case of~100! orientation all four ellipsoids of
constant energy of the bulk PbTe are equivalent and the
ergy subbands in them coincide. In the case of~111! oriented
QW the valley degeneracy is partially lifted. Two sets
subbands arising from different valleys appear. One se
from longitudinal ellipsoid perpendicular to QW and is sit
ated below the second one from the oblique ellipsoids. S
stituting k50 into Eq. ~4! we found the energiesEa of di-
mensional quantization as functions of the well widthd.
With increasingd the number of levels in QW increase
New levels appear at equal intervals ofd as in the parabolic
model, but atda* 5\p(a21)/@2mz

WU (11U/Eg
W)#1/2. In

Fig. 1 we showed the dependencies of the dimensional qu
6-2
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tization energies on well widthd for ~111! QW. Qualitatively,
the dependencies of all energies on well width, includ
Fermi energy, are similar to those of Ref. 15, where we h
used the parabolic approximation and more heavier effec
masses. But now their values are higher by 0.5– 1k0T.

Besides, the dispersion lawEka becomes nonparabolic
Numerical investigation of Eq.~4! has shown that with a
good precisionEka can be approximated by a Kane-like di
persion law,

Eka5~Ega/2!$@114hka /Ega#1/221%,

hka5\2kx
2/2mxa1\2ky

2/2mya , ~5!

where

mia
215S 1

mi
W~Ea!

~11ya!1
1

mi
B~Ea!

Ea

U2Ea
D

3S 2ya1
mz

W~0!

mz
W~Ea!

~12ya!1
mz

B~U !

mz
B~Ea!

Ea

U2Ea
D 21

,

ya5p~Ea,0!$2r 0~12r 0
2!1/2%21, i 5~x,y!, ~6!

andr 05r @Ea,0,mz
W(0),mz

B(U)#, x,y are parallel to the main
axes of the ellipse of constant energyhka , Ega5Eg

W1Ea .
At small values ofhka the approximate expression~5! coin-
cides with the exact one and is close to the parabolicEka
'hka with new effective masses, given by Eq.~6!. At large
hka the dispersion law becomes linear and the values ofEka
given by Eq.~5! are smaller than the exact solution obtain
from Eq. ~4! numerically, by not more than 5%. The mass
determined by Eq.~6! depend on the energy of dimension
quantization and on the potential heightU. For smallEa ,
when levels are close to the bottom of the quantum well,mia

take the values of massesmi
W in the QW. With the increase

FIG. 1. Quantum-well energy levels and Fermi levels expres
in k0T units as a function of the well widthd for ~111! oriented
PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe well. Curves 1l to 8l denote the leve
E1l ,E2l ,...,E8l , arising from the longitudinal ellipsoid along th
@111# direction, curves 1ob to 3ob denote the levelsE1ob , E2ob ,
and E3ob arising from the oblique to@111# direction ellipsoids.
Curves 18, 28, and 38 correspond to Fermi level: 18 is for n
51018 cm23, 28 is for n5531018 cm23, 38 is for n
51019 cm23.
03530
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of Ea the effective masses increase mainly as a result of
effect of nonparabolicity27 and partially due to the penetra
tion of the wave function into the barrier.15 For Ea close toU
the second of the mentioned effects becomes more impo
and the effective masses take the values of carrier massemi

B

into barriers. The numerical study of Eq.~6! has also shown
that with a high precision the masses of electrons from
ferent subbandsa and b are connected by the relatio
mxa /mya'mxb /myb , i.e., all curves of constant energyEka
for a given QW have similar forms.

To calculate the kinetic coefficients we used the expr
sions ~1! and ~2! and the Boltzmann equation approach f
the determination of the distribution function. The elas
carrier scattering on deformation acoustic~DA! bulk
phonons and the inelastic one on bulk longitudinal opti
~LO! phonons were considered. Usually, in such situatio
the variational method or the iterative method are applied
solving the kinetic equation. The thermal conductivity is e
pressed through the second moment of the function
energy28 connected withf ka and one can expect that its valu
is more sensitive to the form off ka , than the conductivity,
which is expressed through the zero moment. Therefore,
used the iterative method,29 which gives more exact numeri
cal solution of the kinetic equation. To take into account t
mass anisotropy all vectors have been subjected to the tr
formation k* 5ĝak, Vka* 5ĝa

21Vka , E* 5ĝaE, “T*
5ĝa“T, ga i j 5ga id i j , gax51, and gay5(mxa /mya)1/2,
hk* a5\2k* 2/2mxa , hk* b5(mxa /mxb)hk* a ~further we
shall omit the sign* over new vectors!. In this coordinate
system the linearized Boltzmann equations are

2e~VkaE!1
Eka2m

T
~Vka“T!

5
2p

\
gay

21(
Qb

AQ
2 uI ab~Q!u2~Fk2q,b2Fka!

nk2q,b

nka

3$N~vQ!d11@N~vQ!11#d2%,

f ka5nka1
1

k0T
nka~12nka!Fka ,

d65d~6\vQ2Eka1Ek2q,b!. ~7!

HereAQ is the electron-phonon matrix element and in no
transformed coordinate systemAQ

2 52pe2x\v0 /VQ2, x
5«`

212«0
21, vQ5v0 for interaction with longitudinal opti-

cal phonons,AQ
2 5\E1

2Q/2Vrs, for deformation acoustic
phonons,vQ and N are the phonon frequency and phon
distribution function,Q is the 3D phonon wave vector,Q
5(q,qz), V is the system volume,E1 is the deformation
potential constant,s is the sound velocity,r is the mass den-
sity, «0 and «` are the static and high-frequency dielectr
constants,nka is the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution
function,Vka5\21

“kEka is the electron velocity. For smal
content of Eu in barriers and QW’s larger than 20 Å cons
ered here, the phonon confinement can be neglected
phonons are considered as in bulk PbTe. The scattering f
factor I ab(Q) is given in Ref. 15. The intervalley scatterin
was neglected as less important at room temperature.
new function Fka , which characterizes the deflection o
nonequilibrium distribution function fromnka , is searched

d

6-3
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in the form30 Fka5Vka @e(tka
E E)2(tka

T
“k0T)#. In the

quasielastic scattering approximationtka
E has the meaning o

the relaxation time vector for electrical processes. In t
approximation the scattering functiontka

T is related withtka
E

astka
T 5@(Eka2m)/k0T)] tka

E . Taking into account the sym
metry of Eq.~7!, we have decomposed the angular dep
dencies oftka

E(T) into Fourier series,30 and have kept the firs
nonvanishing terms. Then Fka5S iVka i @eta i

E («)Ei

2ta i
T («)(“k0T) i #, where« is the kinetic energy of an elec

tron in a th subband. The inverse Fourier transformation
Eq. ~7! gives the system of coupled equations

ta i
E~T!~«!5H ja

E~T!1(
b

@tb i
E~T!~«ab

2 !Sab i
2

1tb i
E~T!~«ab

1 !Sab i
1 #J Y Sa i

0 . ~8!

Here «ab
6 5«1Ea2Eb6\v0 , ja

E51, ja
T5(«1Ea

2m)/k0T, and

Sab i
6 5

2p

\

2

p E
0

p

dq
ki

k
gay

21(
Q

AQ
2 uI ab~Q!u2

nk2q,b

nka

3
Vk2q,b,i

Vk,a
S N1

1

2
6

1

2D d7, ~9!

Sa i
0 5

2p

\

2

p E
0

p

dqS ki

k D 2

gay
21(

Qb
AQ

2 uI ab~Q!u2
nk2q,b

nka

3@Nd11~N11!d2#, ~10!

q is the angle betweenk and x axis. In the case of carrie
scattering on LO and DA phonons it is necessary to add
Sa i

0 the acoustic contribution

Sa i
0,ac5~ta

ac!215
E1

2k0T

\3rs2 ~mxamya!1/2

3(
b

mxb

mxa
GabI abu~«1Ea2Eb!, ~11!

Gab5@114~«1Ea2Eb!~«1Ea2Eb1Egb!/Egb
2 #1/2,

~12!

I ab5E dzu§a~z!u2u§b~z!u2. ~13!

ta
ac is the relaxation time of electrons ina subband,u is the

Heaviside step function,§a(z) is the normalized electron
wave function in z direction. The scattering on acoust
phonons in the elastic approximation is isotropic, the fac
AQ

2 N(vQ) in Eq. ~7!, wherevQ5sQ, does not depend onQ.
As a result, the relaxation times are isotropic too:tax

ac5tay
ac

5ta
ac . The dependenceta

ac(«) has steplike character. At th
electron energy«5Eb2Ea , Eb.Ea , when a new channe
of energy relaxation with the carrier transition to higher le
els b becomes open, the relaxation time sharply decrea
The values of these steps are determined by the form fa
03530
s

-

f

to

r

-
s.
or

~13! and by the change of the dispersion law after transiti
In the intervals between steps the dependenceta

ac(«) is con-
nected with the effect of nonparabolicity.

In the case of scattering on LO and DA phonons, t
functionsta i

E(T)(«) were found numerically from Eq.~8!. The
values of parameters were taken from Ref. 31. The relaxa
times as a function of carriers energy are shown in Fig. 2
~111! oriented QW atT5300 K, n5531018 cm23, and d
520 Å, when all valleys contain one energy subband. T
curvesta i

E («) have, as in the bulk,32 the form characteristic
for the carrier scattering on LO phonons. With increasing«,
the relaxation time increases, too. At the energy«5\v0
(\v050.526k0T, T5300 K) the electrons obtain the poss
bility to radiate a LO phonon and to leave that state.
temperaturek0T;\v0 the number of phonons is not gre
and the relaxation time and the distribution function decre
considerably~the first jump in Fig. 2!. The minimum of dis-
tribution function at«5\v0 and the presence of term wit
the argument«ab

1 in Eq. ~8!, which describes the scatterin
processes from the lower energy state into the given st
provide the appearance of minimums at energies«
5m\v0 , m52,3,... .

These minimums become less expressed at highm. At
considered carrier densities the electrons with«;k0T play
the main role in the thermoelectric transport. The compari
of curves 2, 3, 4 shows that at these energies the ca
scattering by LO and DA phonons gives comparable con
butions to the formation of distribution function. At higher«
the scattering by acoustic phonons becomes dominant. N
that the relaxation timetay

E («) ~curve 2! for y direction is
greater thantax

E («) ~curve 1!, although the inverse relation
takes place for mobility (mya.mxa).

In thin quantum wells, quantitatively close results for r
laxation times were obtained for longitudinal subbands
~111! and for oblique ones of~100! oriented QW’s in both
cases of scattering on acoustic14 and on optical phonons
Large in plane effective masses correspond to a small m
of dimensional quantization. In thin QW’s with finite poten
tial height this leads to the spread of the wave functio
§a(z) and to diminution of the form factors for scattering o
DA and LO phonons. As a result, the relaxation times wea
depend on QW orientation in spite of essential change
effective masses.

FIG. 2. Relaxation timest1,x
E ~curve 1! andt1,y

E ~curve 2! for x
andy direction in oblique valley of~111! oriented QW as a function
of electron energy«. The contributions of scattering on optica
~curve 3! and acoustical~curve 4! phonons intot1,y

E are also shown.
6-4
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Using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~8! one can find the transpor
coefficients. In the coordinate system connected with
main axes of ellipses of constant energyhka , the tensorsŝ,
(sŜ), ĝ are diagonal and their components for each val
are

s i i 5
e2

p\2k0Td
Li ,0

E , ~14!

~sS! i i 5
k0

e

e2

p\2k0Td
Li ,0

T 5
k0

e

e2

p\2k0Td
Li ,1

E , ~15!

g i i 5S k0

e D 2 e2

p\2k0Td
Li ,1

T , ~16!

Li ,n
E~T!5(

a
gay

21ga i
2 E

0

`

d««S 11
«

Ega
D S «1Ea2m

k0T D n

3~112«/Ega!21nka~12nka!ta i
E~T!~«!, n50,1.

~17!

To obtain the full transport coefficients, the tensors~14!–~16!
deriving from different valleys were led to one definite c
ordinate system and summarized. It gives, for exam
s10052(sxx1syy) for ~100! oriented QW ands1115s l

13(sxx
ob1syy

ob)/2 for ~111! QW, wheres l and s i i are the
conductivities of longitudinal~111! and oblique subbands
Due to Onsager symmetry principle, the functionsta i

E («)
andta i

T («) are related through Eq.~15!, which was used to
check up the numerical calculations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using Eqs.~14!–~17! we have calculated the electron
thermal conductivityke, Lorentz numberL5ke/sT, and
thermoelectric figure of meritZT5sS2T/(klatt1ke) of the
QW layer, whereklatt52 W/m K is the lattice contribution to
the thermal conductivity of PbTe. The electronic therm
conductivity and Lorentz number as a function of well wid
d are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively, for~100! and
~111! oriented QW’s. In the case of~100! QW’s the fourfold
valley degeneracy is preserved. The curvesk100

e (d) @Fig.
3~a!, curves 1–3# are similar, in general, to the forms o
corresponding curves fors100(d). With increasingd the
thermal conductivity increases. The Lorentz number@curves
1–3 of Fig. 3~b!# has a more complicated behavior. At sm
d it is approximately constant. Atd5da* new energy levels
Ea appear in the QW. Because of small population th
levels have a negligible effect on the conductivity. Howev
due to the great energy, the carriers in these states give m
significant contribution to the heat transport and, resp
tively, k100

e andL100 a little increase nearda* . With a further
increase of the well width,Ea quickly decreases, and bot
k100

e andL100 diminish too. As a result, small peaks appear
the curvesk100

e (d) and L100(d) at d5da* . The increase of
Lorentz number atd.80 Å ~curves 2 and 3! is connected
mainly with the change of statistics of electrons on the fi
subband from nondegenerate at smalld to a slightly degen-
erate at greaterd. Note that the multisubband carrier tran
port has a relatively small effect on the Lorentz numberL. As
in the bulk, the values ofL100 vary from L10052.1(k0 /e)2,
03530
e
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characteristic for the combined carrier scattering on acou
and optical phonons in the case of Boltzmann statistics
nonparabolic dispersion law up to values, characteristic
the degeneracy beginning.

Curves 18– 38 in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! show the dependen
cies of thermal conductivity and Lorentz number on w
width for ~111! oriented QW. In this case the confineme
partially lifts the valley degeneracy and the carriers beco
separated into two groups of longitudinal and oblique s
bands, respectively, with very different energies. Note t
for QW of high symmetric orientations in cubic crystals th
relation mxmymz5m'

2 mi is carried out25 for all equivalent
ellipsoids in the bulk. In the oblique ellipsoidsmz

ob is smaller
than the respective massmz

l of the longitudinal one. Accord-
ingly, the density of states in oblique subbands, which
proportional to 3 (mx

obmy
ob)1/2, is higher than in longitudinal

one, concretely in the considered structures almost by
order of magnitude. As a result, in spite of the fact that
first oblique subband is significantly higher than the longi
dinal one, their populations at considered carrier concen
tions are of the same order. The coefficient of thermal c
ductivity ke is defined at zero electrical current. The he
current in such conditions is connected with the difference
energies of two equal currents of electrons moving along“T
and in opposite direction. In the bulk and in~100! QW the

FIG. 3. Calculated electronic thermal conductivity~a! and Lor-
entz number~b! of PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe quantum well as function o
well width d for ~100! oriented QW~curves 1, 2, 3! and for ~111!
ones~curves 18, 28, 38). Curves 1 and 18 are forn51018 cm23, 2
and 28 for n5531018 cm23, 3 and 38 for n51019 cm23.
6-5
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number of carriers with high energy is exponentially sm
andke is small, too. In~111! QW’s, due to presence of lon
gitudinal and oblique subbands with approximately eq
populations, electrons of these subbands create curren
opposite directions. And each such pairs of electrons carr
additional energyDEab;Ea

ob2Eb
l , if Fermi energy is

smaller thanEb
l , or DEab;Ea

ob2m, if m.Eb
l . As a conse-

quence, the thermal conductivityk111
e and Lorentz number

L111 strongly increase and achieve their maximum value
small d, whenDE11 is greater. With increasingd the longi-
tudinal and oblique subbands approach each other,DEab

decreases, andk111
e and L111 decrease, too. The nonmon

tonic behavior ofk111
e andL111 is caused, as in~100! case, by

the appearance of new subbands in the well. But in~111!
QW the number of subbands is much greater, their pop
tions and, accordingly, the contributions to transport coe
cients are smaller than in~100! case. The nonmonotonic be
havior becomes less pronounced.

The effect of carrier densityn increase on Lorentz numbe
L111 is different at small and at large well width. At smalld
the increase ofn leads to the decrease ofL111 because the
energiesDEab transported by carries decrease. At larged the
carriers of the first subbands become degenerate andL111
increases with increasingn.

In thick QW’s the values ofke andL slightly depend on
QW orientation and at very larged tend to their bulk values
At d5150 Å the thermal conductivity is smaller by 20%
than kbulk

e , calculated by the same method in the same
proximations.

In Fig. 4 we show the dependencies of thermoelec
figure of meritZT on well width for ~100! and~111! QW’s at
different carrier concentrations. The values ofZT are greater
than in the bulk and grow with the decrease of well wid
Such behavior ofZT is connected with the effect of densit
of states increase.1 Partially this effect is compensated b
increasing scattering rate in the quasi-two-dimensional s
tem. The latter is more pronounced at strong confinem
(U→`), when the whole carrier wave function is localize
into the well. In the case of scattering on acoustic phon

FIG. 4. Thermoelectric figure of meritZT of PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe
quantum well as function of well widthd for ~100! oriented QW
~curves 1, 2, 3! and for~111! ones~curves 18, 28, 38). Curves 1 and
18 are forn51018 cm23, 2 and 28 for n5531018 cm23, 3 and 38
for n51019 cm23.
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the relaxation time strongly decreases with decreasingd and
becomes proportional to the well widthd. A complete com-
pensation of d dependence ins, S, ke, and ZT takes
place,16,17and the maximum value ofZT will be the same as
in the bulk. In the case of scattering on LO phonons
relaxation timetLO decreases with decreasingd too, how-
ever, less sharply andtLO remains finite in the limitd→0. As
a result the optimal value ofZT increases even atU→`.
When U lowers, the wave functions become extended,
form factor in Eq.~7! and the scattering rate diminish. Th
complete compensation ofd dependence ins, S, andke does
not take place andZT increases in comparison with the ca
whenU→` for both scattering mechanisms. Note, also, th
when the wave function penetration into the barriers is s
nificant, an additional strong carrier scattering on alloy d
order arises, which should be taken into consideration. A
seen from Fig. 4, the thermoelectric figure of merit is high
in ~100! QW’s. Although the conductivitys100 is lower than
s111, the enhancement of Seebeck coefficient and the
crease of thermal conductivity provide higher values ofZT
~effect of valley degeneracy preservation!. At large d the
thermoelectric figure of merit weakly depends on QW orie
tation and its maximum value ofZT'0.4 is achieved at car
rier concentrationsn;531018 cm23, as in the bulk. For
small d the optimaln is higher. The dependencies ofZT on
electron density ford520 Å are shown in Fig. 5. For both
QW orientations the maximum is achieved atn51.5
31019 cm23. Calculated values of the figure of mer
(ZT)cal for thin ~111! QW’s agree very well with experimen
tal results.12 At d;20 Å in the range of concentrationsn
5531018– 531019 cm23 (ZT)cal50.76– 0.87 are only a
little higher than the measured ones, (ZT)expt50.71– 0.78 in
most of samples with these parameters. For thicker QW
with d;40 Å the agreement between theory and experim
is worse. CalculatedZT are two times higher than exper
mental values. But in very wide QW’s the theory describ
the experimental situation rather well.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We present a comprehensive theoretical investigation
the electronic thermal conductivityke and Lorentz numberL

FIG. 5. Figure of meritZT of PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe quantum well
as a function of carrier densityn for ~100! ~solid line! and ~111!
QW’s ~dotted line!.
6-6
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ELECTRONIC THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 035306 ~2004!
in n-type PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe quantum wells. On the basis o
our model we predict the maximum expected values of
thermoelectric figure of meritZ2DT and determine the opti
mal parameters of quantum well structure required to ach
them. The proposed model is very realistic and mater
specific. It includes the effect of energy band nonparabo
ity, the anisotropy of carrier dispersion law, the multivall
character of the constituent bulk materials, as well the
cently revised material parameters for the given system.
scattering on both acoustic and optical phonons is taken
consideration.

It is shown that the dependencies of the electronic ther
conductivity ke and Lorentz numberL on the well width
have qualitatively different character in~100! and ~111! ori-
ented quantum wells. In~100! QW’s the thermal conductiv-
ity k100

e and Lorentz numberL100 slightly decrease with de
creasing well thicknessd. For d<50 Å L100 remains
approximately constant. In~111! oriented QW’s the therma
conductivityk111

e and Lorentz numberL111 strongly increase
with the thicknessd decreasing below 90 Å. The latter ha
been attributed to the lifting of the valley degeneracy a
separation of the charge carriers into two groups of long
dinal and oblique subbands with very different energies
has been concluded that, in general, the valley degene
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